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Jacobian variety The Picard variety of a
smooth, irreducible, projective curve. See Pi-
card variety.

Jacobi identity The identity (x · y) · z+ (y ·
z) · x + (z · x) · y = 0 satisfied by any Lie alge-
bra. For example, if A is any associative alge-
bra, and [x, y] denotes the commutator, [x, y] =
xy−yx, then the commutator satisfies the Jacobi
identity [[x, y], z]+[[y, z], x]+[[z, x], y] = 0.
See Lie algebra.

Jacobi method for solving linear equations
An iterative numerical method, also called the
total-step method, for approximating the solu-
tions to a system of linear equations. In more
detail, suppose we wish to approximate the solu-
tion to the equationAx = b, whereA is an n×n

square matrix. Write A = L+D+U , where L
is lower triangular, D is diagonal, and U is up-
per triangular. The matrix D is easy to invert, so
replace the exact equationDx = −(L+U)x+b

by the relation Dxk = −(L+U)xk−1 + b, and
solve for xk in terms of xk−1:

xk = −D−1(L + U)xk−1 + D−1b .

This gives us the core of the Jacobi iteration
method. We choose a convenient starting vec-
tor x0 and use the above formula to compute
successive approximations x1, x2, x3, . . . to the
actual solution x. Under suitable conditions, the
sequence of successive approximations does in-
deed converge to x. See iteration matrix.

Jacobi method of computing eigenvalues
Any of the several iterative methods for approxi-
mating all of the eigenvalues (characteristic val-
ues) of a Hermitian matrix A by constructing
a finite sequence of matrices A0, A1, . . . , AN ,
where A0 = A and, for 0 < k ≤ N , Ak =
U∗
k Ak−1Uk , Uk is a unitary matrix, and U∗

k de-
notes the conjugate transpose ofUk . The method
ends with a nearly diagonal matrix AN (all en-
tries off the diagonal are small) with good ap-

proximations to the eigenvalues of A down the
diagonal. The name is most frequently applied
to the Jacobi rotation method, where the ma-
trices Uk are chosen to be particularly simple
unitary matrices called planar rotation matri-
ces. See Jacobi rotation method.

Jacobi method of finding key matrix A step
in solving a linear system Ax = b by the linear
stationary iterative process. If the linear sta-
tionary iterative process is written as x(k+1) =
x(k) + R(b − Ax(k)), then the Jacobi method
chooses R to be the inverse of the diagonal sub-
matrix of A. See also linear stationary iterative
process.

Jacobi rotation method An iterative method
for approximating all of the eigenvalues (char-
acteristic values) of a Hermitian matrix A. The
method begins by choosing A0 = A, and then
produces a sequence of matrices A1, A2, . . . ,

AN , culminating in a nearly diagonal (all entries
off the diagonal are small) matrix AN with good
approximations to the eigenvalues of A down
the diagonal. At each step, Ak = U∗

k Ak−1Uk ,
whereUk is the (unitary) matrix of a planar rota-
tion annihilating the off diagonal entry of Ak−1
with largest modulus, hence the name rotation
method, and U∗

k is the conjugate transpose of

Uk . The matrix Uk =
(
u
(k)
i,j

)
differs from the

identity matrix only in four entries, u(k)p,p, u(k)q,q ,

u
(k)
p,q , and u

(k)
q,p. The formulas for these entries

are particularly simple in the case where the
original matrix A is a real symmetric matrix: If

Ak−1 =
(
a
(k−1)
i,j

)
, then u

(k)
p,p = u

(k)
q,q = cos(φ),

and u
(k)
p,q = −u

(k)
q,p = sin(φ), where

tan(2φ) = 2a(k−1)
p,q

a
(k−1)
p,p − a

(k−1)
q,q

,

and −π
4 ≤ φ ≤ π

4 . In the commonly oc-
curring case where the original matrix A has
no repeated eigenvalues, the method converges
quadratically. The method is named after its
originator, Gustav Jacob Jacobi (1804–1851).

Jacobi’s inverse problem The problem of
inverting Abelian integrals of the first kind on
a compact Riemann surface R of genus g ≥ 1.
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Let (ω1, . . . , ωg) be a basis of Abelian differen-
tials of the first kind on R and let P1, . . . , Pg be
a given set of fixed points on R. For any given
vector (u1, . . . , ug) ∈ Cp, the problem is to find
a representation of all of the possible symmetric
rational functions of Q1 . . .Qg as functions of
u1, . . . , ug that satisfy

g∑
j=1

∫ Qj

Pj

ωi = ui .

In the above situation the path of integration is
the same in each of the g equations. If the path
is not assumed to be the same, then the system
is actually a system of congruences modulo the
periods of the differentials (ω1, . . . , ωg).

Jacobson radical The set of all elements
r in a ring R such that rs is quasi-regular for
all s ∈ R. In more detail, let R be an arbi-
trary ring, possibly non-commutative, possibly
without a unit element. An element r ∈ R is
quasi-regular if there is an element r ′ ∈ R such
that r + r ′ + rr ′ = 0. (In the special case
where R has a unit element 1, this is equiva-
lent to (1+ r)(1+ r ′) = 1.) For example, every
nilpotent element (rn = 0 for some n) is quasi-
regular, but there are often other quasi-regular
elements. The Jacobson radical of R is the set
J of all elements r ∈ R such that rs is quasi-
regular for all s ∈ R.

The Jacobson radical is a two-sided ideal, and
it generalizes the notion of the ordinary radical
(the set of all nilpotent elements) of a commuta-
tive ring, though even in the special case where
R is commutative, the Jacobson radical often
differs from the ordinary radical. Both derive
much of their importance from the following
theorem: Let R be commutative. Then (i.) R is
isomorphic to a subring of a direct sum of fields
if and only if its radical vanishes, and (ii.) R

is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of fields if and
only if its Jacobson radical vanishes. See also
radical, subdirect sum of rings, Wedderburn’s
Theorem.

j-algebra A concept which reduces the study
of homogeneous bounded domains to algebraic
problems. Let G be a Lie algebra over R, H a
subalgebra of G, (j) a collection of linear endo-
morphisms of G, and ω a linear form on G. The

system {G,H, (j), ω} is called a j -algebra if
the following conditions are satisfied: (i.) j ≡
j ′ mod H and jH ⊂ H for j and j ′ in (j),
(ii.) j2 ≡ −1 mod H , (iii.) [h, jx] ≡ j [h, x]
mod H for h ∈ H and x ∈ G, (iv.) [jx, jy] ≡
j [jx, y]+ j [x, jy]+ [x, y] mod H for x and y

in G, (v.) ω([h, x]) = 0 for h ∈ H , (vi.) ω([jx,
jy]) = ω([x, y]), (vii.) ω([jx, x]) > 0 if x /∈
H .

Janko groups Any of the exceptional finite
simple groups J1, J2, J3, and J4. J1 has order
23 · 3 · 5 · 7 · 11 · 19. J2 has order 27 · 33 · 52 · 7
and is also called the HJ or Hall-Janko group.
J3 has order 27 · 35 · 5 · 17 · 19 and J4 has order
221 · 33 · 5 · 7 · 113 · 23 · 29 · 31 · 37 · 43.

Janko-Ree group Any member of the family
of all finite simple groups for which the central-
izer of every involution (element of order 2) has
the form Z2 × PSL2(q), q odd. These groups
consist of the Ree groups 2G2(3n), for n odd,
and the Janko group J1. See Janko groups, Ree
group.

Jensen measure (1) A positive measure µ

on the closure of an open subset ' of Cn (C the
complex numbers) such that for x ∈ ',

log |f (x)| ≤
∫

log |f (t)| dµ(t) ,
for all f belonging to some appropriate class of
holomorphic functions (such as the holomorphic
functions on'with continuous extensions to the
closure of '). Jensen measures are named after
Jensen’s inequality, which states that normal-
ized Lebesgue measure on the unit circle (1/2π
times arclength measure) is a Jensen measure.
In this case, ' is taken to be the open unit disk
{z ∈ C : |z| < 1} in the complex plane.

(2) More generally, a positive measure µ on
the maximal ideal space M of a commutative
Banach algebra A is called a Jensen measure
for an element , ∈ M if

log |,(f )| ≤
∫

log |t (f )| dµ(t)
for allf ∈ A. See also Banach algebra, Jensen’s
inequality, maximal ideal space.

Jensen’s inequality (1) In complex variable
theory. Let f be holomorphic on a neighbor-
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hood of the closed disc D(0, r) in the complex
plane. Assume that f (0) �= 0. Then Jensen’s
inequality is

log |f (0)| ≤ 1

2π

∫ 2π

0
log |f (reit )| dt .

(2) In measure theory. Let (X,µ) be a mea-
sure space of total mass 1. Let f be a non-
negative function on X. Let φ be a convex func-
tion of a real variable. Then Jensen’s inequality
is

φ

(∫
X

f (x) dµ(x)

)
≤

∫
X

φ ◦ f (x) dµ(x) .

join (1) In a lattice, the supremum or least
upper bound of a set of elements. Specifically,
if A is a subset of a lattice L, the join of A is
the unique lattice element b = ∨{x : x ∈ A}
defined by the following two conditions: (i.)x ≤
b for all x ∈ A; (ii.) if x ≤ c for all x ∈ A, then
b ≤ c. The join of an infinite subset of a lattice
may not exist; that is, there may be no element
b of the lattice L satisfying conditions (i.) and
(ii.) above. However, by definition, one of the
axioms a lattice must satisfy is that the join of
a finite subset A must always exist. The join of
two elements is usually denoted by x ∨ y.

There is a dual notion of the meet of a sub-
set A of a lattice, denoted by

∧{x : x ∈ A},
and defined by reversing the inequality signs in
conditions (i.) and (ii.) above. The meet is
also called the infimum or greatest lower bound
of the subset A. Again, the meet of an infinite
subset may fail to exist, but the meet of a finite
subset always exists by the definition of a lattice.

(2) In relational database theory, the join (or
natural join) of two relations is the relation
formed by agreement on common attributes.
Specifically, a relation is a set R of functions
f : A → X, from some set A, called the set of
attribute names, to a set X, called the set of pos-
sible attribute values. (In relational database
theory, the set A is always finite, so database
theorists make the gloss of identifying a rela-
tion with a set of n-tuples, that is, a relation in
the ordinary mathematical sense, and they then
sneak the attribute names in under the table.) If
R and S are two relations, with sets of attribute
names A and B, respectively, and set of possi-
ble attribute values X and Y , then the join of R

and S is the relation R��S, with set of attribute
names A∪B and a set of possible attribute val-
ues X ∪ Y , defined as the set of all functions
f : A ∪ B → X ∪ Y such that f |A ∈ R and
f |B ∈ S. Here, f |A is the restriction of f to A,
and f |B is the restriction of f to B. Thus the
formation of the natural join reduces to the fa-
miliar and ubiquitous mathematical problem of
extending classes of functions. See restriction.

join irreducible element An element a of
a lattice L which cannot be represented as the
join of lattice elements b properly smaller than
a (b < a, b �= a). See join.

There is a dual notion of meet irreducibility.
An element a ofL is meet irreducible if it cannot
be represented as the meet of lattice elements b
properly larger than a (a < b, a �= b). See meet.

joint proportion Quantity x is jointly pro-
portional to, or varies jointly with, quantities y
and z if there is a constant k such that x = kyz.
See also direct proportion, inverse proportion.

joint spectrum Let a1, . . . , an be elements
of a commutative Banach algebra A, and let M
be the maximal ideal space of A. M can be
identified with the space of multiplicative linear
functionals on A, that is the space of linear map-
pings , of A into the complex numbers C such
that ,(ab) = ,(a),(b). The joint spectrum of
a1, . . . , an is the subset

σ (a1, . . . , an) =
{(, (a1) , . . . , , (an)) : , ∈ M}

of Cn. An important and useful theorem is that if
a1, . . . , an actually generate the Banach algebra
A, then M is homeomorphic to σ(a1, . . . , an),
and σ(a1, . . . , an) is polynomially convex. See
Banach algebra, maximal ideal space, polyno-
mial convexity, spectrum.

joint variation See joint proportion.

Jordan algebra A commutative, usually non-
associative, algebraA satisfying the identity (a2·
b) · a = a2 · (b · a). The model for a Jordan al-
gebra is the algebra of n × n matrices with the
multiplicationA ·B = 1

2 (AB+BA), whereAB
denotes the usual matrix product. The theory of
Jordan algebras is somewhat analogous to the
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theory of Lie algebras, which is modeled on the
algebra of n×nmatrices with the multiplication
[A,B] = AB − BA. See also Lie algebra.

Jordan canonical form A matrix of the form




J1 0 . . . 0
0 J2 . . . 0
...

...
. . .

0 0 . . . Jk


 ,

where each Ji is an elementary Jordan matrix,
is in Jordan canonical form. It is a theorem of
linear algebra that every n × n matrix with en-
tries from an algebraically complete field, such
as the complex numbers, is similar to a matrix
in Jordan canonical form. See also elementary
Jordan matrix.

Jordan decomposition (1) The decomposi-
tion of a linear transformation T : V → V ,
where V is a vector space, into a sum T =
Ts +Tn, where Ts is diagonalizable, Tn is nilpo-
tent, and the two commute. (Nilpotent means
T k
n = 0 for some integer k, and diagonalizable

means there is a basis forV with respect to which
T can be represented by a diagonal matrix.) Ts
and Tn, if they exist, are uniquely determined
by T . It is a theorem of linear algebra that if
V is a finite dimensional vector space over an
algebraically closed field, such as the complex
numbers, then Ts and Tn always exist, that is T
always has a Jordan decomposition. However,
this need not be true if the field is, for example,
the field of real numbers which is not algebrai-
cally closed. The Jordan decomposition of T is
equivalent to the representation of T by a matrix
in Jordan canonical form. See Jordan canonical
form.

(2) The decomposition of an element a of a
Lie algebra A into a sum a = s + n, where
s is a semisimple element of A, n is a nilpo-
tent element of A, and s and n commute. This
decomposition is called the additive Jordan de-
composition of a. The elements s and n, if they
exist, are uniquely determined by a. It is a theo-
rem that if A is a semisimple finite dimensional
Lie algebra over an algebraically complete field,
such as the complex numbers, then s and n al-
ways exist. See semisimple Lie algebra.

(3) The decomposition of a linear transfor-
mation T into a product T = SU , where S is di-
agonalizable, U is unipotent, and S and U com-
mute. (Unipotent means that U − I is nilpotent,
where I is the identity transformation.) This de-
composition is called the multiplicative Jordan
decomposition of T . S and U , if they exist, are
uniquely determined by T , and then the multi-
plicative Jordan decomposition is related to the
additive Jordan decomposition T = Ts + Tn by
S = Ts , U = I + S−1Tn.

(4) The decomposition of a linear transfor-
mation T into a product T = EHU , where E is
elliptic, H is hyperbolic, U is unipotent, and all
three commute. (Elliptic means E is diagonal-
izable and all complex eigenvalues have mod-
ulus = 1. Hyperbolic means H is diagonaliz-
able and all complex eigenvalues have modulus
< 1.) This decomposition is called the com-
pletely multiplicative Jordan decomposition of
T . E, H , and U , if they exist, are uniquely
determined by T .

(5) In analysis, the decomposition of a
bounded additive set function µ (defined on a
field of sets 8) into the difference of two non-
negative bounded additive set functions, µ =
µ+ − µ−, via the formulas

µ+(E) = sup
F⊆E

µ(F),

µ−(E) = − inf
F⊆E

µ(F) ,

where F is restricted to belong to 8. Here sup
and inf refer to the supremum and infimum, re-
spectively. (See supremum, infimum.) The set
functions µ+ and µ− are called the positive or
upper variation of µ, and the negative or lower
variation of µ. The sum |µ| = µ+ + µ− is
called the total variation of µ. See also additive
set function.

(6) In analysis, the decomposition of a func-
tion of bounded variation into the difference of a
monotonically increasing function and a mono-
tonically decreasing function. (Sometimes
stated monotonically non-decreasing and mono-
tonically non-increasing.) This is a special case
of (5). See also bounded variation, monotone
function.

Jordan-Hölder Theorem (1) The theorem
that any two composition series of a group are
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equivalent. A composition series of a group G

is a finite sequence of groups

G = G0 ⊃ G1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Gn = {1} ,
such that each group Gi+1 is a maximal normal
subgroup of Gi . (Equivalently, each Gi+1 is
a normal subgroup of Gi and the factor group
Gi/Gi+1 is simple and not equal to {1}.) Two
composition series of G are equivalent if they
have the same length and isomorphic factor
groups. The theorem extends to groups with
operators, thus to R modules, for example, and
even to lattices (see (2) below). See also factor
group, normal subgroup, simple group.

(2) The theorem that any two composition
chains connecting two elements a and b in a
modular lattice are equivalent. A lattice is mod-
ular if it satisfies the weakened distributive law,

x ∧ (y ∨ z) =(x ∧ y) ∨ (x ∧ z)

whenever x ≥ y .

Here, y∨z denotes the lattice join or supremum
(least upper bound) of y and z, and y ∨ z de-
notes the lattice meet or infimum (greatest lower
bound) of y and z. (See join.) A composition
chain connecting a to b is a finite sequence of
lattice elements, a = a0 ≥ a1 ≥ · · · an = b,
such that there is no lattice element x strictly
between ai and ai+1. (Equivalently, each in-
terval [ai+1, ai] is a two element lattice.) Two
composition chains are equivalent if they have
the same length and projective intervals. Two
intervals [w, x] and [y, z] are projective if there
is a finite sequence of intervals,

[w, x] = [w1, x1] , [w2, x2] , . . . , [wn, xn]

= [y, z]
such that each pair of intervals [wi, xi] and
[wi+1, xi+1] are transposes. Finally, two inter-
vals are transposes if there are lattice elements
c and d such that one interval is [c, c ∨ d] and
the other is [c ∧ d, d].

If G is a group, the lattice of its normal sub-
groups is a modular lattice. Thus, the Jordan-
Hölder theorem for lattices gives us several
Jordan-Hölder like theorems for groups, for in-
stance for chief series and characteristic series.
(The isomorphism of factor groups comes from

the projectivity relation and the second isomor-
phism theorem for groups.) Unfortunately, the
classical Jordan-Hölder theorem for composi-
tion series of groups (see (1) above) is not so
easy to derive from the lattice theorem because
the lattice of all subgroups may not be modu-
lar. See also characteristic series, isomorphism
theorems of groups.

Jordan homomorphism A mapping φ be-
tween Jordan algebras A and B which respects
addition, scalar multiplication, and the Jordan
multiplication. In other words, φ(a + b) =
φ(a) + φ(b), φ(λa) = λφ(a), and φ(a · b) =
φ(a) ·φ(b), for all scalars λ and for all a, b ∈ A.
See Jordan algebra.

Jordan module Let A be a Jordan algebra
over a field of scalars K . A Jordan A module is
a vector space V over the same field K , together
with a multiplication operation · from A× V to
V satisfying (i.) a · (v + w) = a · b + a · w;
(ii.) a · (λv) = λ(a · v), and (iii.) (a · b) · v =
1
2a·(b·v)+ 1

2b·(a·v), for all a, b ∈ A, v,w ∈ V ,
and scalars λ.

Property (iii.) seems odd; indeed the reader
familiar with R modules (R a ring) would think
it should be replaced by (a · b) · v = a · (b · v).
However, property (iii.) is easier to understand
if one realizes that the Jordan multiplication ·
induces a mapping a �→ Ta between elements a
of the Jordan algebra and linear transformations
Ta . Given a ∈ A, Ta is defined by Ta(v) = a ·v.
Property (iii.) is chosen to guarantee that Ta·b
will be the Jordan product 1

2 (TaTb + TbTa) in
the Jordan algebra of linear transformations of
the vector space V .

In fact, the mapping a �→ Ta is a Jordan
homomorphism of A into the Jordan algebra of
all linear transformations on V . A homomor-
phism between a Jordan algebra A and a Jor-
dan algebra of linear transformations is called
a Jordan representation of A. The definition
of a Jordan module has been designed so there
is a one-to-one correspondence between Jordan
representations and Jordan modules. See also
Jordan algebra, Jordan homomorphism, Jordan
representation.

Jordan normal form See Jordan canonical
form.
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Jordan representation A Jordan homomor-
phism between a Jordan algebra A and a Jor-
dan algebra of linear transformations on a vec-
tor space V , equipped with the standard Jordan
product, T ·S = 1

2 (T S+ST ). There is a one-to-
one correspondence between Jordan representa-
tions and Jordan modules. See also Jordan al-
gebra, Jordan homomorphism, Jordan module.

Jordan-Zassenhaus theorem Let A be a fi-
nite dimensional semisimple algebra with unit
over the field of rational numbers, Q. Let Z be

the ring of integers, and let G be a Z-order in
A. Let L∗ be a left A module, and let σ(L∗) be
the set of all left G modules L, having a finite Z
basis, which are contained in L∗, and such that
QL = L∗. The Jordan-Zassenhaus Theorem
states: The set σ(L∗) splits into a finite number
of classes under Z-equivalence.

The Jordan-Zassenhaus Theorem is a far
reaching generalization of the theorem that the
number of ideal classes in an algebraic number
field is finite. See class field, ideal class, Z-basis,
Z-equivalence, Z-order.
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